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Introduction
Jake Rudman is the head of Clerksroom’s Media and Information Law team. He has handled defamation and
privacy cases for some of the most famous names in Britain, as well as multiple national newspapers and the BBC.
Much of Jake’s work is inherently confidential, but below are a few of his recent reported cases.

Reported Cases
Day v Chivers [2020] EWHC 3522 (QB) [2020] 12 WLUK 357 – For the Claimant in a libel trial, which was heard
ad hoc as a meaning hearing. The Claimant won on meaning and was awarded costs of the hearing.
Ivanchev v Velli [2020] EWHC 1917 (QB), [2020] 7 WLUK 222 – Represented the Claimant in a Default Judgment
hearing on a libel, harassment, privacy and data protection claim.
Coker v Nwakanma [2021] EWHC 1011 (QB) [2021] 4 WLUK 230 – Advising the Defendant on his successful
truth defence in a libel trial in which the Claimant was found to be a sexual offender.

Other Notable Hearings and Settlements
Peterside v Agyemang – Represented the Defendant in (1) successful strike out of the Claimant’s entire
harassment claim; and (2) dismissal of the Claimant’s subsequent relief from sanction application. The Defendant
was awarded costs for both hearings, including a Pro Bono Costs award to be paid to the Access to Justice
Foundation (Pro Bono). Also appeared at the Permission to Appeal hearing, at which permission was refused.
Simon Parkes v Hall & Earnshaw – For the Claimant in an ongoing libel, harassment, privacy and data protection
claim. Representation at a directions hearing and a strike out application, at both of which the Claimant was
awarded costs and at the latter of which he obtained “powerful undertakings” preventing publication of further
statements about him.
Situation Publishing Limited & Ors v Aria Taheri & Ors - Statement in Open Court for the Defendant, having
taken over sole carriage of the case from a QC and negotiated a settlement with the Managing Partner of Simons
Muirhead Burton (Direct Access).
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Andrew Mills v Jolyon Maugham QC – Obtained removal of a defamatory Tweet and a public clarification
without the need to issue of proceedings.
Rafero Mutowo v University of Southampton – Obtained a favourable settlement including damages and
costs for breach of the prospective Claimant’s data protection rights.

Pre-Publication Advice
• Advising Newspapers pre-publication:
o The Times;
o The Sun;
o The Mirror.
• Advising prospective Claimants regarding a BBC Panorama programme.
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